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Special Assessment Topics Under 
Consideration

• Accelerated Nuclear Retirements
• Contingency Response for Distributed Energy Resources and 

Other Inverter-Based Resources
• Changing Resource Mix Impacts on Demand and Variable 

Resource Forecasting
• Changing Resource Mix Impacts on Planning and Operational 

Reserves
• Evaluation of Resource Adequacy Approaches
• Capacity Value for Generation with Non-Firm Fuel
• Changing End-Use Load Characteristics and Dynamic Load 

Modeling
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Raw Values Based on MRC Input
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Adjusted Scopes and Priority

1. Reliability Value of Baseload 
Generation and Implications 
of Accelerated Retirements 

2. Contingency Response of 
DER and Other Inverter-
Based Resources

3. Changing Resource Mix on 
Reserves, Forecasting, and 
Resource Adequacy

4. Changing End-Use Load 
Characteristics and Dynamic 
Load Modeling

• Addresses all “baseload” generation
• Considers the value of low 

outage/maintenance  
• Considers the value of firm and on-

site fuel

• Combine related issues that focus on 
resource adequacy components and 
analysis

• Assessment of dynamic behavior and 
interaction with transmission system 
dynamics, protection, and control

• Oriented for technical audience
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Application of Cost Effectiveness 
Methods for Standards Development

Howard Gugel, Senior Director of Standards and Education
Member Representatives Committee Meeting
May 10, 2017 
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• History
• Current and future activities
• Policy input

Overview
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• Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc. procedure
• NERC Cost Effective Analysis Process
• 2015 policy input
• Cost effectiveness method piloted in 2016

History
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• Current activities
 Periodic Reviews
 Standards grading metric
 Additional pilots of proposed method

• Future activities
 Comments solicited in periodic reviews
 Comments solicited in Standard comment periods
 Evaluate compliance and enforcement cost impacts
 Cost themes gathered during balloting provided to the Board of Trustees 

during standards presentations

Current and Future Activities
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• Are the current and proposed cost-effectiveness activities 
sufficient or should additional approaches be considered?

Policy Input
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• Broad support for current path, as a minimum
• Several content with present course
• Some need for additional cost information
• Look for alternative approaches to standards to address risks
• Avoid small changes, unless cost savings achieved
• Provide additional guidance to drafting teams

Summary of Input
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• Phase 2 pilot provides limited value
• Periodic report to the Standards Oversight and Technology 

Committee on results
• Formalize approach
• Recognize costs based on organization’s size
• Include cost of compliance, gained from industry experience 

two years after a standard becomes mandatory
• Solicit list of candidate requirements for review

Summary of Input
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Strategic Planning

Michael Walker, Senior Vice President and Chief Financial and Strategic 
Development Officer
Nelson Peeler, RISC Member
Member Representatives Committee Meeting
May 10, 2017
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• Enhancements to ERO Enterprise strategic planning in 2017:
 Strategic plan rebranded as ERO Enterprise Operational Plan
 Development of a long-term strategy to guide operating plan updates

• Strategic planning will continue to:
 Be guided by the work of the Reliability Issues Steering Committee (RISC)
 Include annual metrics and measures of bulk power system (BPS) reliability 

and ERO Enterprise efficiency and effectiveness
 Inform business plan and budget development
 Inform NERC standing and technical committee work plans

Background
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• Common themes included risks related to:
 Distributed Energy Resources and changing technologies
 Gas dependency and other common mode failures
 Data management and protection
 Changes on the distribution system that affect the BPS

• Will inform updates to ERO Reliability Risk Priorities report (RISC 
report)

• Next steps for RISC report:
 Stakeholder comment period on draft in Q4
 Request Board of Trustees (Board) acceptance in February 2018

Reliability Leadership Summit Results
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• Ongoing efforts to further align strategic, operational, and 
budget planning processes and inputs:
 Timing of updates to RISC report 
 Updates to operational plan, contributing activities, and metrics and 

measures
 Development of ERO Enterprise long-term strategy

• NERC Board and Regional Board Officers discussion on May 9
• Stakeholder comment periods in July and September
• Final submitted to Board for approval in November

ERO Enterprise Strategic Planning 
Update
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E-ISAC Long-term Strategic 
Plan

Marcus Sachs, Senior VP & Chief Security Officer
Member Representatives Committee Meeting
May 10, 2017
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Current Electricity Sector Risks
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• Near-term (0-2 years)
 Nation state threats, advanced persistent threats, Internet of Things (IoT), Distributed Denial 

of Service (DDoS) attacks, and ransomware
 Data breaches and intellectual property theft
 Insiders, physical damage, coordinated attacks, and third-party risks

• Mid-term (3-5 years)
 Increased reliance on gas generation
 Distribution system vulnerabilities via networked control systems
 Growth of demand response technologies with low security
 Distributed energy resources
 Reliability of communications networks

• Long-term (5-10 years)
 Higher replacement rate of components and systems
 Increased cost of operations due to higher security costs
 Ability to run manually might be lost
 Computers attacking computers

Changing Threat Landscape
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• Primary drivers
 Security threats continue to evolve and become more dangerous
o Ukraine, IoT, and ransomware attacks are indicators
o Geopolitical tensions and changing societal trends make North America a target

 Customer expectations for highly reliable energy continue to increase
o Electricity entities need to be more agile and responsive to real-time risks
o Rapid technology changes also increase the risk landscape

 More robust understanding and measurement of grid resiliency and 
security
o Need new tools for collecting and analyzing grid security metrics data

• 2015 ESCC recommendations were to enhance the ES-ISAC
 2017 E-ISAC Strategic Plan builds on that foundation

• Goal is to transform the E-ISAC into an intelligence collecting 
and analytical capability “industry cannot do without”

E-ISAC Long Term Strategic 
Plan – Why Now?
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E-ISAC Vision, Mission, 
Values and Goals

Analytics

Goals

Mission

Vision

EngagementInformation Sharing

The E-ISAC reduces cyber and physical security risk to the 
electricity industry across North America by providing 

unique insights, leadership, and coordination

Member-first culture sets 
the E-ISAC’s direction 
while active two-way 

engagement and sharing 
groups increase value and 
leverage industry resources

Credible, reliable analytics 
turn member, cross-sector, 
3rd party, and government 
data into sector-specific 

insights & member action

Trusted technologies draw 
in and drive the flow and 

dissemination of high 
value information across 

the electricity subsector in 
a timely manner

The E-ISAC’s vision
is to be a leading, trusted source for the 

analysis and sharing of Electricity industry 
security information

Timely            Actionable            Credible            TrustedValues
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E-ISAC Goals and Milestones

Deploy trusted, secure 
multi-directional 
networks

Become the credible 
source for actionable, 
big picture information

Move from hub-spoke 
model to active multi-
level engagement

2017
Strengthen  
Foundation

2018-2022
Comprehensive 
Transformation

Information 
Sharing

Analytics

Engagement

Drive information 
sharing through 
consistent 
mechanisms

Increase value-
added, timely 
analytics

Improve industry 
inputs and 
consumption of 
analytics

2023
And
beyond

Continuous            
Improvement

Energy 
ISAC?

ICS/SCADA
ISAC?

2015-16
ES-ISAC – to 

E-ISAC 
enhancement 
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• MEC encouraged NERC to add necessary staffing to support 
long-term strategy
 Will take time to build capabilities and obtain resources

• Currently developing specific resource requirements and 
capabilities to meet the long-term strategy
 People, technology, facilities
 Capability expectations at different funding levels

• Initial 2018 draft budget will include base E-ISAC costs
 Addendum will cover E-ISAC resource requirements in 2018 as first step in 

supporting the long-term strategy
 Addendum will also address what capabilities the E-ISAC will provide with 

these added resources and the benefits to industry 

Planning and Budget Process
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• If implemented, the resource impact will likely be significant 
over time and will be managed carefully

• People
 Emphasis is on hiring analysts with expertise in specific technical areas
 Increase in administrative and technical support staff also needed

• Technology
 Emphasis on technical data collection, analysis, and visualization
 New platform comes online this year; will add new capabilities
 As membership grows, will need more robust CRM tools

• Facility
 Current facility is adequate for staff growth in the near-term
 Will need additional space to support the long-term strategy

Resource Impact
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• Member Executive Committee (MEC) approved the E-ISAC Long-
term Strategic Plan on April 24, 2017 
 Endorsement will be provided as input to NERC’s business plan and budget 

request

• NERC Board of Trustees’ acceptance of the E-ISAC Long-term 
Strategic Plan

• Completion of detailed resource planning for 2018 budget
 Financial projections and recommended funding mechanisms
 Technology specifics
 Human capital needs
 Will be incorporated in 2018 NERC business plan and budget as an 

addendum and reviewed with the MEC

Next Steps
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